Club Name
African and
Caribbean
Students
Associations
AIESEC

Email Address
uvicacsa@gmail.com

Description
The aim of this club is to foster relationship building and community among the African and
Caribbean Diaspora in Uvic.

lcp.victoria@gmail.com

Art of Living Club

collard@uvic.ca

Authors with
Autism

yosesheppard@gmail.com

AUVic

auvic@uvic.ca

BioDev

uvicbiodev@gmail.com

AIESEC is the largest student-run and non-profit organization in the world. We develop the
leadership potential of youth through experiential learning, volunteer experiences and
professional internships. In Uvic Chapter, we aim to develop youth leaders by building
relationships with local companies and campus faculties to drive exchanges; to make more
impacts on students and society through young leaders. Moreover, enabling both employers
and organizations to connect with a global network of talent by providing an internship
opportunity.
UVIC’s Art of Living club is comprised of both educational and humanitarian aspects. We offer
students the opportunity to take part in educational workshops that uplift the individual
through meditation, yoga, and breathing practices. Moreover, we offer students the
opportunity to uplift the community through service in charity projects such as Yogathon!
AwA is a University of Victoria based learning community for persons with autism. Writing
fosters communication skills, thereby creating social spaces and allowing communities to
create and share cultures. Authors with Autism is a peer-support group and members are
encouraged to support each other in the spirit of mutual helpfulness and the fostering of
community affiliations of kind fellowship. Members do not have to be gifted or published
writers; Authors with Autism is about persons with autism authoring their own lives. We
organize the Autism's Own Conference every year as a celebration of the peer-reviewed
Autism's Own Journal.
AUVic is an interdisciplinary student-run group that designs and builds an autonomous
submersible robot to compete in the international RoboSub competition. The primary
purpose of AUVic is to provide students with hands-on exposure to underwater technology
and embedded systems. Every aspect of the robot must be designed, created and tested by
the team, giving students the opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in order to
solve real world challenges. The competition itself is an obstacle course with challenges such
as object and colour recognition, firing torpedos at targets, dropping weights into bins,
picking up and transporting objects, and detecting sonar pingers.
The University of Victoria's undergraduate Biomedical Development (BioDev) group is
comprised of students from multiple engineering and science disciplines. BioDev provides

Canadian Society
for Civil
Engineering
Catholic Students
Association

csce@uvic.ca

Chess Club

Drydenlinden@Hotmail.com

csauvic@gmail.com

students with hands-on experience researching, designing and prototyping a commercially
applicable medical grade devices. Team members gain professional biomedical industry
experience, providing them with a competitive edge when applying for co-op jobs and
networking with industry.
The University of Victoria student chapter of the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering.

We provide religious services and a safe place for all catholic students at UVic to practice our
faith. We are a warm and welcoming community to catholic students new to the campus and
to anyone wishing to learn more about the catholic faith.
Uvic Chess Club. A casual club for those interested in chess.
Open from 1:30- 6pm Every Friday @ the Bibliocafe, drop in and play a game or two.

Civil Engineering
Social Club

ryandesrochers@live.ca

Climbing Club

climbinguvic@gmail.com

Learn from more experienced players and meet new opponents.
This will be a Social Club for all the Civil engineers on campus. Because we (Civil Engineers)
start or Engineering degree and do our first half of second year together, bond pretty well,
but due to irregular co-ops and internships make it difficult for us to know who is on campus
in which semester among all of us. This club aims at hosting one social event at the starting of
each semester so that we all can socialize and keep the good friendships! Also, we plan to
host an AGM every fall so that we can decide what events have to take place in the next year,
executives for the next year and any further tasks/events if club members want to take onto
and want the club to help them with tose.
Club devoted to Rock Climbing at the University of Victoria.

Engineers
Without Borders

ewbuvic@gmail.com

Engineers Without Borders is an registered charity working towards making systemic changes
to help alleviate poverty around the world. The organization is comprised of professionals,
students and volunteers from all across Canada who are aligned together to inspire
progressive thinking and create the next generation of leaders.
With over 50,000 members and more than 35 university chapters across Canada EWB is one
of the largest International Development Organizations in Canada. On campus and in and
around Victoria, we champion Fair Trade initiatives, youth outreach projects and global
citizenship.
Whether or not you are an engineer, EWB has a place for you. Keep an eye out for us on
campus and on Facebook, and we hope you'll get involved in creating systematic change for
the better of our world.

Games Club
Heavy Metal UVic
IEEE Student
Branch

uvicgamesclub@gmail.com
caseylazar@gmail.com
ieeesb@uvic.ca

Impact Group
Uvic
Inter Varsity
Christian
Fellowship

impactgroupuvic@gmail.com

International
Friendship Group

ifguvic@gmail.com

Ismaili Students'
Association

ismaili.uvic@gmail.com

mchurch@ivcf.ca

A club for playing board games!
*crazy guitar solo*
The IEEE UVic Student branch is a student-run organization that connects students with the
opportunities that are presented by the IEEE. It also hosts various events for students
throughout the year and provides a lab space for all members to use freely for any school or
personal projects.

We are a Christian club that wants to share the love of Jesus on campus. We hope to do this
through our actions and words. We have weekly bible studies and throughout the term we
have small events. These events include discussions about different topics in our world,
encouragement booths where we give out free fruit and bread, and fun events, like dodgeball or helping out at the Mustard Seed.
The International Friendship Group exists to foster cross-cultural understanding among UVic's
international students, domestic students and members of Victoria's wider community. We
do this through regular activities (eg. free English classes, lunchtime conversation gatherings,
potluck meals) as well as special events (eg. Barbecue Picnics, Christmas Party, Easter Egg
Hunt)
We are a religious group of both domestic and International students that come together on
daily basis for prayers and social events. As a club, we also have a mentorship program for

Japanese Culture
Club

jccuvic@gmail.com

Jubilee Bible
Education Club

smpwpvictoria@gmail.com

first year in-coming students along with career panel programs that we organize for each
semester.
A gathering for people interested in Japanese Culture. We hold biweekly meetings to discuss
projects, and participate in discussion, group activities and have fun together. Our activities
include helping others learn Japanese, help with people traveling, and provide an opportunity
to learn about Japanese culture. Most importantly, we provide an opportunity for local
students and Japanese students to make long-lasting friendship and create a more friendly
campus for Japanese exchange or international students through cultural exchange.
Members or JBEC believe in the Bible as the Word of God. We advocate the consistent use of
almighty God's personal name Jehovah. We engage in a volunteer ministry work to provide
free bible education to members of the public. We use the bible to provide comfort, hope and
counsel to those who are searching for answers to life's important questions and are willing to
listen.
For the most part, our activity at UVIC involves informational displays set up in the SUB,
personal one-on-one bible tutoring and mentoring, as well as providing free, informational
bible education publications to those who are interested.

Latin American
Student
Organization
(LAZO)

lagarcia@uvic.ca

LASO stands for Latin American Student Organization.
Our primary purpose is to bring together a community of students interested in Latin America
whether they are from Latin America or not!
LASO is in its initial phase but we know ther is a big interest in making a Latin community.

Latinos Without
Borders

latinoswb@gmail.com

Leadership
Through Diversity
in Engineering

lfarmer@uvic.ca

LEAP UVic

leapvictoria@gmail.com

Create bonds between the club members and the community of Victoria, by organizing
activities for the community that spread the Latino culture while giving back to society in a
charitable form.
Leadership Through Diversity (LTD) is a student-run group that was started in January 2012.
The creation of this group was inspired by many of the existing Women in Engineering groups
across Canada, and the support and involvement they provided minority groups. Inclusivity is
the main focus, so everyone is welcome at all events, with the exception of the womenfocused events like Women in Engineering Mixers.
LEAP Uvic is a non-partisan political club advocating an immediate just transition to a fossil
fuel free economy. We educate about, and organize around, the LEAP Manifesto:
https://leapmanifesto.org/en/the-leap-manifesto/

Music Makers
and Stigma
Shakers

Muslim Student
Association

Niteshifters
Toastmasters
Pathfinder
Society
Retail Action
Network
Solidarity Club
Robotics Club

Rotaract Club of
Victoria

Saudi Students
Society

musicmakersandstigmashakers@gmail.com Music Makers and Stigma Shakers is a student group that organizes a large-scale annual
mental health benefit concert and awareness event. We work to put on an event in early
spring that weaves together performances by well-known bands with educational
presentations about mental health, from both personal and professional perspectives. All
funds raised go to support NEED 2 and BCSS Victoria.
msauvic@gmail.com
We are Muslim students at the University of Victoria. We are a group of people who are
interested in learning about Islam and meeting Muslims. MSA serves to provide a comfortable
campus environment for Muslim students in observing their religious duties, and help building
bridges of respect and understanding between the Muslims and the UVic community at large.
MSA organizes events such as Islamic Awareness Week, information booths, public lectures,
fundraising activities, and social events including dinners an sport activities. We also have a
library collection of Islamic materials which is made available to members.
jessen.dora@gmail.com
We meet weekly to practice public speaking and presentations. The funding would be to have
a pizza night once or twice this semester. Cheers.
kellykun@gmail.com
A group dedicated to playing the Pathfinder roleplaying game. This club will focus on building
social connections and a community based around this exciting game. What kind of adventure
do you want to live?
solidarity@retailaction.com
The Retail Action Network Solidarity Club fights for workplace justice, increased wages, and
improved working conditions for workers in retail, food service, and hospitality. The club is a
network of students, workers, and labour activists who engage in creative outreach activities
to build a community of support for workers in retail, food service, and hospitality in Victoria.
robotics.uvic@hotmail.com
This is a robotics club that is organized to facilitate those with interests in engineering
challenges. The purpose of the club is to expand on autonomous control of a robot, and
robotics environments. Our mission is to promote engineering challenges that require diverse
skillsets and provide an environment that promotes diversity, equality, and teamwork.
rotaractvictoria@gmail.com
Rotaract is an international community service organization for young adults aged 18 to 30.
Rotaract members–called Rotaractors–are active volunteers who lead and serve in your
community and communities around the world. Leveraging Rotary International's network of
over 1.2 million neighbours, friends, and community leaders, Rotaractors aim to build
connections, peace, and create positive, lasting change throughout the globe.
saudissuvic@gmail.com

Socialist
Fightback Club

mdgvictoria@gmail.com

The Socialist Fightback Club aims to provide revolutionary politics on campus and to highlight
the importance of collective and militant methods of political action among the student
population. The main goals of our club are to educate and to organize. Questions of theory,
history, economy, philosophy, and contemporary issues and movements will be regularly
discussed and debated in the club. Student-worker solidarity will be promoted throughout
discussions and events. The club will also strongly encourage participation in the student
movement to fight tuition fee increases with a long term perspective of free and universal
education.

Society for Indian
Classical Arts
(SICA)
STEM Fellowship
UVic

sica@uvic.ca

SICA promotes performing classical arts from Indian Subcontinent by organizing concerts on
campus. The artists usually travel to Victoria from India and elsewhere to perform for the club

stemfellowshipuvic@gmail.com

Students For
Literacy

brynnannetucker@gmail.com

SWAG Dance
Crew

swagdance2014@gmail.com

Tabletop
Adventures

foundhopes@live.com

STEM Fellowship UVic is a club committed to motivating students in the STEM fields by
providing skill building workshops, networking opportunities, and community outreach
activities.
Students for Literacy has been a running club for over 20 years now. The club has two
divisions: Reading Buddies and Classroom Tutors. Reading Buddies takes place on campus on
Saturday afternoons; each big buddy (UVic volunteer) is paired up with a little buddy from the
community for the semester, and works one on one with them to improve their literacy skills.
In Classroom Tutors, big buddies are placed in individual classrooms around Victoria and tutor
little buddies within the classroom during the week. The goal of SFL is to provide free tutoring
and help with reading and writing skills to Victoria's youth.
We are a dance crew where dancers can audition to join our crew. We practice and perform
as well as battle and learn from each others or teachers while trying to improve our dance
skill as individuals and as a crew. We also provide introductory classes to beginners that want
to learn a specific dance style that is available in our crew.
We organize weekly Dungeon and Dragon campaigns in hopes to create fast friends and
amazing adventures.

The University of
Victoria's Formula
Hybrid Team
(UVic Hybrid)

uvicformulahybrid@gmail.com

The UVic Hybrid Team is a group of UVic engineering students that design, build, and compete
with hybrid vehicles. Our vehicles challenge the status-quo of hybrid vehicle technology, with
performance and efficiency both far above conventional vehicles. Our work is difficult, but the
team constantly steps up to the challenges of technical innovation that are presented when
exploring new technology.
However, the scope of our team extends beyond just building hybrid vehicles; we also believe
it is important to give back to the community. Throughout the year we work in partnership
with local organizations and schools to educate youth and the community about our hybrid
technology, with the simultaneous goal of inspiring young minds to pursue a career in a
scientific field. Informing the public, especially kids about hybrid technology is also key to
making it mainstream in the eyes of consumers.
As in any organization, the team of people pushing us forward is by far our best asset. This
team is based on the dedication and hard work of undergraduate and graduate students from
all disciplines of engineering, as well as business and economics faculties.
Members come and go over the years but one thing remains constant: the UVic Hybrid team
attracts some of the top students at UVic. Many of our old team members are now working at
companies like Ford, GM, and Tesla.

UCM (University
Christian
Ministries)
UMANG Indian
Students'
Association
University Bible
Fellowship
University of
Victoria
Conservative Club

tonymarceljanzen@gmail.com

A community of people learning to follow Jesus and bless the campus while in school.

isa@uvic.ca

UMANG Indian Students' Association is a student led club initiated by a few graduate and
undergraduate students. We thrive to organize free event and promote cultural diversity.

joshua-victoria@hotmail.com

UVic AERO

president@uvicaero.com

University Bible Fellowship is students' organization. Our purpose is to help students study
the Bible and live according to its teachings.
The Uvic Conservative club is here not only to have a presence on campus but to start a
change in perspective of all UVic students. We engage fellow conservatives to get involved
with the party, campus community, and local EDA's. We encourage all kinds of conservatives,
ranging from fiscally conservatives to social conservatives.
AERO is a multi-disciplinary student led club that develops Unmanned Aerial Systems. We
compete annually in the Unmanned Systems Canada Student Competition with both fixed-

uvic.cc@gmail.com

UVic Anime Club
kaitscorner@hotmail.com
UVic
uvicastrophoto@gmail.com
Astrophotography
Club

UVic Community
Cabbage

uviccommunitycabbage@gmail.com

UVic Concrete
Toboggan

concrete.toboggan.uvic@gmail.com

UVic Cuban Salsa
Club
UVic Debate
Society
Uvic Dogwood

k.hedler19@gmail.com
uvicdebate@gmail.com
uvic@dogwoodbc.ca

wing and multi-rotor aircraft. Members get hands on experience to compliment their
academics as they collaborate in the design and construction of software, circuitboards, and
airframes. AERO welcomes students from all backgrounds and areas of study.
Exploring Japanese culture through Japanese animated and popular media.
The purpose of the UVic Astrophotography Club is to bring those students together who are
interested in astrophotography and amateur astronomy. It is to be an opportunity for
members to get involved with a group of people interested in taking photos of the night sky,
and learn the use of digital cameras, telescopes, and other astronomical instruments via
hands-on imaging and data processing sessions. The Club welcomes students regardless of
experience – although welcome, no STEM skills are required.
The Community Cabbage is an inclusive student organization dedicated to increasing food
literacy and food access at UVic. We offer community cooking workshops and a free
community meal every week, as well as other workshops and events throughout the
semester. Our organization is modelled on other successful groups in universities across
Canada, such as the People's Potato from Concordia, the Midnight Kitchen from McGill, and
the Loaded Ladle from Dalhousie.
UVic Concrete Toboggan is a competitive engineering team that designs and builds a sled with
a running surface made entirely of concrete. The purpose of the team is to compete in the
annual Great Northern Concrete Toboggan Race (GNCTR): the largest student-run design
competition in Canada. The team provides students with a multi-faceted engineering design
problem along with real world experience in technical report writing, sponsorship, creative
design, and teamwork.

Debate and speech club, open to all UVic students. Practicing critical thinking and public
speaking skills on a variety of topics.
We are a pro democracy, pro environmental club, affiliated with the Dogwood initiative. We
strive to inform students about environmental issues in BC.

UVic Effective
Altruism

uvicea@gmail.com

Effective Altruism (EA) promotes the idea that we should use evidence and reason to do the
most good in the world.
In particular, we promote the ideas that:
(1) We are in a unique position to do good, and it's important that we care.
(2) Through rational decision making, we can make a much larger difference.
(3) We can, and do, enjoy doing it!

UVic
Experimental
Archaeology Club

uvicexarch@gmail.com

UVic Formula
Motorsport

uvic.fsae@gmail.con

UVIC Global
Medical and
Dental Brigades

uvicgmb@globalbrigades.org

UVic Mental
Health Awareness
Club

uvicmentalhealthclub@gmail.com

We are the generation that ends extreme poverty. Join us.
UVic Experimental Archaeology club works to foster an environment wherein members can
learn about methods of archaeological research through engagement with ancient
technologies, arts, crafts and landscape interaction. This experiential approach to learning
gives insights into how to interpret the archaeological record beyond textbook descriptions.
Members will be introduced to a variety of projects based on current methods in
experimental archaeology in order to stimulate and further their interest in the field.
We design, build and test a formula style racecar in the worlds largest collegiate competition,
formula SAE. Through the vehicle development, engineering and business student gain
valuable skills that are often not gained through classes alone.
Global Medical Brigades is a student-led, secular, international network of university clubs
that travel to developing countries to provide health care in rural communities without access
to medicine and medical care. We have held annual medical and dental brigades in Honduras
and Panama since 2007. As a club, and with the invaluable aid of Canadian healthcare
professionals, we have successfully and directly aided thousands of people in the areas of
health care and public health sustainability.
The UVic MHAC works to promote mental health awareness on campus and in the
community. We organize a variety of events and activities to help fight the stigma of mental
illness, to facilitate an ongoing dialogue about mental health, and to encourage familiarity
with local mental health resources. We also have social events such as our Conversation Cafe,
which is a safe space to destress and participate in chill activities such as colouring or playing
games, join the open mic, and meet likeminded people who are passionate about mental
health. Everyone is welcome to join and there is no minimum level of commitment required.

UVic Model
United Nations
Club

unclub@uvic.ca

Uvic MTG club

uvicmtg@hotmail.com

UVIC NDP

UVICNDP@gmail.com

Uvic Pokémon
Club

uvicpokemon@ymail.com

The Model United Nations (MUN) facilitates interactive learning opportunities for students
interested in the functioning and objectives of the United Nations (UN). We provide delegates
with tools to excel at local, national, and international conferences, and to further their
knowledge of international affairs and diplomacy. MUN is open to students of any academic
discipline, regardless of faculty affiliation, and actively works to foster a welcoming and
inclusive environment for all.
A club for all players of the Magic:the gathering players to meet and play. Providing a venue
and offering tournaments to the students of UVic and the Community. Focusing on more all
inclusive casual play the club can also offer a more competitive environment and offer
tournaments and events.
UVIC's official club for the New Democratic party, both at the provincial and federal level.
Always accepting new members and supporters.
The UVic Pokémon Club is a fun, friendly place for people who love Pokémon to hang out,
play fun tournaments, watch Pokémon movies and anime episodes, and generally just chat
about Pokémon!
If you're a Pokémon GO player or just a fan of the video games, trading card game, or
Pokémon anime, this club is for you. Hope to see you there!

Uvic Pre Vet Club

uvicprevet@gmail.com

UVic Rocketry

uvicrocketry@gmail.com

UVic Sailing Club

uvicsailing@gmail.com

An academic club for the purpose of creating an environment for like-minded individuals
interested in being apart of the Veterinary community, which will allow students better access
to resources and knowledge from the local veterinary network.
The UVic Rocketry Team is a student-led group at the University of Victoria that designs and
builds competitive sounding rockets. The team earned 3rd place at the 2016 Intercollegiate
Rocket Engineering Competition (IREC), launching a 10 pound (4.54 kg) payload to 11,702 feet
(3.57 km) above ground level. Preparations are underway to compete at IREC 2017 at the
Spaceport America Cup.
The UVic Sailing club is a competitive sport club that offers competitive racing opportunities,
lessons and recreational sailing to the UVic student body and community. Our race team
practices in Cadboro Bay from September to April and represents UVic at regattas up and
down the West Coast. Lessons and Recreational sails are also held in Cadboro Bay, supervised
and taught by our Race Team members.

UVic Satellite
Design

ecosat.uvic@gmail.com

UVIc Sound and
Waves

behnamx@icloud.com

UVic SUP club

c2evans@uvic.ca

Uvic Super Smash
Bro's Club

victoriasmash@gmail.com

UVic Surfrider
Foundation subchapter

UVicSurfrider@groups.facebook.com

UVIC Taiwanese
Association

tonyyrlin811075@gmail.com

The Uvic Satellite Design Team is a student team participating in the Canadian Satellite Design
Challenge (CSDC) and other satellite design competitions across Canada and North America.
The team works with multiple faculties to design a research payload and then the supporting
equipment for it. The team is open to all students and has opportunities for all skill levels.
Surfing and Music club with monthly trips to tofino that are inexpensive. With funding we
look forward to buy a generator so we can make more remote surfing spaces habitable for
camping during winter.
UVic SUP Club aims to bring like-minded students, staff and alumni of different backgrounds
together in competitive and recreational paddling on Stand-Up Paddleboards (SUP). We plan
daily trips (usually a minimum of 2 per week) to Cadboro Bay to paddle in sheltered waters.
Also, social events are organized for members and extended trips at other locations are
planned for experienced “watermen” in challenging settings with full safety considerations.
The race team plans to be competitive within CSA, ISA, PWC, etc. We have close relationships
with local SUP shops in the CRD region – we do not provide lessons but they are facilitated at
those venues. For members with a primary interest in Surf-style SUP, liaison with the surf club
is provided. All experience levels are welcome.
We Play Super Smash Brothers Melee for the gamecube every week, and hold biweekly
tournaments! Come play games and make friends while bonding over a retro fighting game.
Bring your own Controllers; also we appreciate if you also bring your own set ups and TV's as
we are always in need.
UVic Surfrider sub-chapter aims to bring like-minded students, staff and alumni of different
backgrounds together in support of environmental stewardship aligned with the overall
Mission of the Surfrider Foundation as described at http://www.surfrider.org/mission and
specifically following the local chapter direction as described at
https://vancouverisland.surfrider.org/. We plan trips in parallel with the local chapter events
and social events are organized for members. All experience levels are welcome.
UVic TA is an all inclusive non-profit social Club for both new and returning students of UVic.
We host multiple interactional based events throughout the terms. We strive to let
international students feel more at home.

UVic Theta Tau

ThetaTau@UVic.ca

Theta Tau is a coeducational engineering fraternity/club at the University of Victoria.
As a UVic club, we remain engaged with local companies, communities, and associations to
uphold best engineering practices and pledge to contribute for the greater good of our
country, community, university, and profession.

UVic Urban
Development
Club

uvicudc@gmail.com

UVic Weightlifting
and Powerlifting
Club

uviclifts@gmail.com

The UVic Urban Development Club is a group of approximately 75 University of Victoria
students from a broad range of academic backgrounds. We work to bridge the gap between
students and professionals in the real estate industry and educate our members on urban
development issues by putting on private tours, visiting open houses, inviting professionals to
come speak, attending and volunteering at local industry events, and involving ourselves in a
handful of outside projects.
(1) To organize and develop strength sports for the University of Victoria’s Students under
regulatory international powerlifting and Olympic weightlifting regulations. The presentation
of weightlifting and powerlifting to the University.
(2) To develop friendships between students and fellow competitors.
(3) To give students goals and a chance to compete against one another for motivation and
satisfaction.

UVSS Bitcoin Club

uvicbitcoin@gmail.com

UVSS LARP Club

kellykun@gmail.com

(4) To promote a healthier fitness oriented lifestyle.
A place where like-minded futurists can chat and learn. The UVic Bitcoin page was created to
spread awareness of the benefits of peer-to-peer currency networks. Bitcoin is an established
cryptocurrency that has become much more stable and provides an effective way to move
money between people no matter where they are in the world. The underlying technology
block chain and has countless uses and this club will keep up with current trends with the
technology and provide insights going forward via our Facebook page.
From the World of Darkness to Murder Mysteries and more, this is a club for enthusiasts of
Live Action Role Playing of all kinds! This club will host regularly scheduled events on campus
and around the Greater Victoria Area that will allow its membership to connect, tell
meaningful stories, and have fun in a safe, comfortable setting. This is the perfect way to
embrace your inner character.

Victoria
Association for
Psychedelic
Studies
Victoria Chinese
Students and
Scholars
Association
Victoria Fandom
Initiative

uvicvaps@gmail.com

president@cssavc.com

victoriafandominitiative@gmail.com

We are a multidisciplinary club that encourages discussion and education regarding
psychedelics. We host presentations and movie nights to disseminate information regarding
current research, cultural history, therapeutic potential and law. We are committed to
providing harm reduction information and resources.
VicCSSA is an association for Chinese students and Scholars, we regularly hold events and
make profits for students. we also offer chances of the volunteer to students.

a club to encourage and promote a communities focused on fan culture for
video games, comics, television, table-top roleplaying games, live action role-playing games,
podcats, and much more, with the goal to involve that community in various fan-hosted and
fandom-related events hosted on Vancouver Island and the surrounding regions.

Victoria
Geoscience
Society
Vikes Improv
WOD Club (World
of Darkness
Players
Association)

ayodejik@uvic.ca

WUSC UVic

wuscuvic@gmail.com

vikesimprov@gmail.com
kellykun@gmail.com

We are a campus-based student club for improvisational theatre and comedy.
The World of Darkness is the setting and system for supernatural horror themed role-playing
games set in the nominal World of Darkness, a shadowy reflection of our own world. This club
is a group of dedicated players of WOD games, some of which have been playing for years,
who want to get together, have fun, and tell some amazing stories! Do you want to be what
goes bump in the night?
UVic’s WUSC committee is one of over 70 WUSC Local Committees active on university and
college campuses across Canada. Our primary function is to run the Student Refugee Program
(SRP) on campus. Each year, we sponsor four students from refugee camps to pursue their
post-secondary studies at UVic. The sponsored students receive Permanent Residence status
upon arrival in Canada. In previous years, our sponsored students’ countries of origin have
been places like Somalia, Rwanda, Burma, South Sudan, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
and Afghanistan.

Young Women in
Business UVic
Youth Protecting
Youth

cpaxton@uvic.ca
youthprotectingyouth@gmail.com

We are an interest group which seeks to engage and educate students and faculty on issues of
abortion and euthanasia. We are committed to non-violence in all of our outreach, which
includes tabling, bake sales and debates.

